
Warm-up 1.1
§ (Complete in your warm-up notebook or on 
a sheet of paper if you do not have a 
notebook yet.)


§ What are some components that you 
feel make up a good story?  What 
makes a story appealing?  List and 
describe as many "must-haves" in a 
story, explaining why you think they 
are important.



Warm-up 1.1
§ With the list of literary device words in 
front of you, write down the words you 
know, along with the definitions and an 
example.  You may or may not know many. I 
expect you to write a full page. 

§  If you need more to write about, continue 
by writing about the highlights and lowlights 
of your summer.



The Plot Diagram



What is plot?
§ Plot: noun: the main storyline of a literary 
work.

§ Narrative order: the sequence of events
§ Chronological
§ Flashback
§ Time lapse



The Plot Diagram

Exposition 

Conflict 

Rising Action 

Climax 

Falling Action 

Resolution 



Five Little Monkeys
§ Listen to the story
§ Pay attention to the plot.
§ Identify different plot elements.



The Plot Diagram

Time? Who? Where? 
Exposition 

What were 
the monkeys 
supposed to 
do? 

Conflict 

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 
Monkeys fall off 
the bed and bump 
their heads. 

Rising Action 

Climax When is the 
turning point? 

Falling Action 
What do the monkeys 
finally do? 

Resolution 
What does mama do? 



Review
§ What is plot?
§ What are 3 types of narrative order?
§ What are the 6 elements of plot?

§ What is exposition?
§ What is conflict?
§ What is rising action?
§ What is the climax?
§ What is falling action?
§ What is the resolution?



Plot Diagram as an Outline
§ I. Exposition

§ Who? Where? When?
§ II. Conflict

§ What is the problem?
§ III. Rising Action

§ Event 1
§ Event 2
§ Event 3

§ Climax
§ Where does the story turn?

§ Falling Action
§ Necessary explanation?

§ VI. Resolution
§ A sense of completion?



New Story Lens
§ Wifi Disaster Story!



How it goes down…
Once upon a time lived a young, bright and energetic teacher named Mrs. 
Dewey.  She worked at Summerville High School and always looked forward 
to coming to school and providing the best lessons possible for her eager and 
super intelligent teenagers.

One hot summer day in late August, she was preparing for her 4A class during 
her 3A prep.  With enthusiasm, she perused different YouTube clips that 
could supplement her lesson on plot structure, and found a few perfect ones—
a roller coaster simulation (as we know, stories can have twists and turns and 
feel like a roller coaster!) and a short and cheesy rap clip outlining the 5 
basic elements of a short story.

Kenzie, the curious and stellar student that she was, had already looked on 
Mrs. Dewey’s website and couldn’t wait to come to class that day. Evan, the 
biggest class clown and trouble maker, could care less, but Mrs. Dewey knew 
he was in for a treat.  So, after lunch that day, she opened the door up to 
her classroom, greeted her students, and was ready to start the day.

The warm-up ran fairly smoothly, with just a few minor bumps.  A few 
students, like Emily and Paul, were extremely diligent and wrote even more 
than they needed to for the warm-up.  Still others, like Logan and Jackson, 
chose to throw spitballs at other students and had trouble getting started. 



Still, Jackson and Logan received 5 hours of detention for the infraction, and 
all ran smoothly again.

Then, it came time for the excitement!!! Mrs. Dewey switched the mirrored 
device on the large television screen from her computer to her iPad, logged on 
to her website, and attempted to connect to her most-ridiculously awesome 
Youtube clips.  All of a sudden, a giant lightning bolt the size of a sequoia 
tree hit the wifi router, and caused a sudden drop of wifi signal.  Mrs. Dewey 
was dismayed!  Her students, disappointed.  Yet, like the cool, calm, and 
collected cucumber that she is, Mrs. Dewey wore her poker face, not showing 
the students the stress bubbling up inside of her.  

“I have a Plan B that will work just as well!” Mrs. Dewey announced.  

Quickly, thinking on her feet, she switched gears.  First, she made sure to 
call Mr. Orr, asking him to take a look at the wifi connection and see if the 
lightning bolt had done irrevocable damage.  Secondly, she completed her 
lesson in reverse order, going over plot element definitions first, stalling for 
time.  Justin and Kody, extreme geniuses, volunteered many answers and 
helped her out significantly.  Then, a bright idea came to her!

If YouTube doesn’t work, maybe the Flocabulary website where the best video 
was originally from will!  Secretly, so that the students did not know she 
was flustered and looking for a quick fix, she got onto her iPad, searched for 
the song on the Flocabulary website, and yes!! It did work!!!  

Mrs. Dewey announced that the wifi was coming back to life, that the 
lightning bolt had, in fact, not damaged the wifi, but made the connection  



even stronger, and she mirrored her iPad to the TV, displaying the ever-
anticipated, ultra-cheesy video for students.

The students broke out in quiet, but excited applause!  All was not lost!  
Kaili and Amber even got up and did a silent rendition of the chicken dance 
to celebrate!

And thus, with pure smoothness, and without a noticable hitch, Mrs. Dewey 
proceeded to hand out the Five Elements of a Story handout to take notes, 
played the video twice trhough, and the students became even greater 
geniuses than before.



The End 	




Review
§ What is the exposition (time, place, 
situation, background) of the story?
§ What are some events in the rising 
action?
§ What are some smaller bumps along 
the way, called complications?  In 
particular, WHO are the 
complications in the class?
§ What is the major conflict?



Review
§ What is the climax, when Mrs. 
Dewey has an idea, and knows a 
solution can be found?
§ What are some events in the falling 
action?
§ What is the final resolution?



Additional Terms
§ Protagonist
§ Antagonist
§ Foil
§ Mood



Protagonist
§ The major character who must 
overcome the central conflict.

§ Who was the protagonist in our 
class story?



Antagonist
§ The force or person that is 
responsible for the conflict created 
in the story.

§ Who or what is the antagonist in 
the story?



Foil
§ A character that isn’t necessarily an 
enemy of the protagonist, but is an 
opposite, and helps contrast with or 
highlight traits of the protagonist.

§ Describe a fictional teacher that 
might have acted in an opposite, 
different manner than Mrs. Dewey 
did in the story.



Mood
§ The feeling the reader gets when 
reading or listening to a story.

§ How did you as an audience feel 
when reading this story?



Mood
§ We will also examine mood through 
the lens of a few songs.
§ Listen to the following three clips 
from songs:  
§ “By the Boab Tree” from Australia
§ Theme from District 9
§ “Brighter than the Sun” by Colbie 
Caillat

§ As you listen, think about what 
mood these songs put you in.



Little Red Riding Hood
§ We will now begin studying a very-
familiar-to-you story, Little Red 
Riding Hood.
§ As you read, consider the plot 
structure and other devices-- 
protagonist, antagonist, foil, and 
mood, that occur within this story.


